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Those who live in lush comfort on the bright side of the small planet Corista have plundered the

water resources of Shadowside for centuries, ignoring the existence of Shadowsideâ€™s

inhabitants, who are nothing more than animals. Or so the Brightsiders have been taught. It will take

a special young woman to expose the truthâ€•and to help avert the war that is sure to follow. A

course they canâ€™t choose, a warning no one will believeâ€¦ Oriannon and her friends Margus and

Wist hurtle through space on a dangerous mission, guided by the pilot stone. Their enemy, Sola, is

on board as well, and Oriannon soon begins to regret rescuing the blind woman from battle. As the

odd crew flies from way station to way station, Oriannon delivers the warning she received from

Jesmetâ€•a race called the Troikans is coming to destroy Corista. At each location, Oriannon is met

with the same disbelief: no one has seen a Troikan in years. Soon, even Oriannon begins to wonder

if the threat is real. Are her visits from Jesmet only a hallucination? Oriannon must find the faith to

race toward a destination only she can see.
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This book tells the story of Oriannon Hightower, a young woman from a plant named Corista. The

story starts with her and her friends on the run from Coristan security. They've apparently stolen a

shuttle and managed to kidnap the planet's despotic dictator. But a new threat has invaded their

system, one that has destroyed an asylum station. Now Ori has been sent on a mission to warn the

other stations. The mission was given to her by Jesmet, her former mentor who apparently died and



came back to life. Can Ori fulfill her mission? Can she warn the other asylum stations of the

on-coming Troikan threat?I had a bit of a problem getting into this book, but that's because it is the

third book of a trilogy and I haven't read the first two. I got the feeling that the second book ended

on a high point and Beyond Corista picked up where it left off. At the same time, figuring out the

events from the first two books (or the relevant parts) isn't that difficult. Elmer makes sufficient

reference to them that a reader could conceivably pick this book up and follow the action. But I think

it would probably be better to read the other books first. I suspect that the story would fit a bit better

in its larger context.Elmer's worlds and creatures are very interesting. Wist the Owling, Alymas the

Translucent, the Makabi, and especially the Troikans, are colorful and fascinating. The Troikans

especially intrigued me. The fact that the planet Corista seems to have a slower rotation than

Earth's fascinated me as well. I can only guess about that; this didn't really come into play in this

book.My only real complaint is the way the book ended. It didn't have a whole lot of finality,

especially as the final book in a trilogy.
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